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**Title word cross-reference**

+ [GL08]. 2 [BPCC09, LP15, RNTW22]. 3 [IAG23, JB15, SPS12, TZW15].  
K [LLS+23, TK16]. N [MPK22]. QR [ZCL16].


5 [AKA09]. 5.0 [LKJ+11].
7.0 [LGW+14]. 7nm [SY24]. 7th [VG14].

8 [MPZ+20]. 80 [YSC+23].

A-Port [PVA+09]. Abstraction [IBH+15]. Abstractions [IPC14].
Academic [MWL+15]. Accelerated
[MHS+19, MCC10, SKJ22, BE19, GKLLA23]. Accelerating
[JLB+08, PFL22, SDGL+22, TZWZ15, VL11, ZG16, ZVS20]. Acceleration
[ABB+23, BMC+22, CAPA+09, CSS+23, CBR+14, CZ09, DFB+22, HNM+22, KLC11, KZB23, LUX+21, LLS+24, MCD+18, PFC15, PBPLA17, RRLW22, SCL24, TK16, TYL+23, WTS19, WMG+10, WWC+22, XCG+09, YOY17, YBS16, ZBR12]. Accelerator
[CNZ+18, CZZ23, CJIH+24, DCL+22, HLW+21, KVV24, LML+23, LDJ+17, LLS+23, LLYC24, QMG+24, QNF+23, SZKR22, SKW+21, TWL+23, WHJ+23, XRC23, YHK+21, YEC+09, YGH+18, ZZJB13, YXC+11]. Accelerators
[BSW+23, FC24, GZY+18, HBXA23, JRIH15, NGM+23, SLL+20, SKJ22, UNBR14]. Access
[LYZ+18]. Accesses
[PFC15]. Accumulation
[LLL+23]. Accumulator
[WS16]. Accuracy
[DHL+18, KY18, LP15, UNBR14]. Accurate
[AVCP20, CSK17, DLBM18, JM14]. ACE
[Lee23]. Adaptable
[MLPK22]. Adaptation
[FL20]. Adaptation
[BHI15]. Adaptive
[CNE+15, GRNW22, INF+14, JCG+12, LSP+23, NNY12, OVI+12, PMC+14, SGW20, Tak17, ZCL15, ZMH+23, Tak12, DGP+15]. ADAS
[CZZ23]. Adder
[PBBP18]. Adders
[HU10]. Adding
[PSM+14]. Addition
[CAPA+09, OBD13]. Addition-Related
[OBD13]. Adjustable
[ZWM19]. Adjustment
[NW11]. Advantage
[MPK22]. Advantages
[WSDH23]. adventure
[RD11]. Aerial
[CZ09]. Aerospace
[WGGR16]. AES
[DGP10, HF14]. Against
[SRR23, LOM10]. Agent
[GMBC17]. Aggregation
[GS23]. Aging
[CAG+22]. Agreement
[ADSH18]. Algean
[TDH+22]. Ain’t
[RTNW22]. Algorithm
[AIH+24, CBR+14, EWL15, KVV24, RLY+15, Ste10, SMN+23, TL11, TK16, ZCK22]. Algorithm-Hardware
[AIH+24]. Algorithm/Architecture
[EWL15]. Algorithmic
[ZVS20]. Algorithms
[CW09, LRA13, NNS+11]. Alignment
[JLB+08, MCC10, OBD13]. All-digital
[LLS+24]. Altera
[SMOP15, TK16]. Altering
[WML+24]. Amenability
[HNQ09]. Analog
[HH24]. Analyses
[DRHM22]. Analysis
[BPF011, CCFS15, CKG+10, JCGW20, LLL+23, MMT09, PRV21, PPR+10, RGGW10, RGCL16, RMSGK16, SB08, TMLS21, GP13, Tak12]. Analytical
[KSCC10, LAL13, YCV+21, DW13, HGLS11]. Analytics
[SZKR22]. Analyzing
[GSJC13]. Anomaly
[LBI+23]. Application
[ABCC09, BBND10, CM14, DDB+10, GdLiJiG+14, JSC14, KGS15, LJS11, MLPK22, MKW+12, PMKM11, RUC11, SSK+23, SLI+20, VTN09, WYZ16, WMG+10, YFW+17, SSF+13]. Application-Optimized
[YFW+17].

Bandwidth [AI22, BBND10, HNM+22, SLH+10, USY17, BC11, SFT+23, ZZB+20]. Bandwidth-Bound [AI22]. Bandwidth-Reduction [SLH+10]. Based [AL16, AIH+24, BAG15, CBFM14, CZ09, DGP+15, DCL+22, DL09, EWL15, FHL+24, GWPK20, GDHG11, GHO17, HLN+10, JCG+12, JTLC09, Kap16, KBT09, KD10, KGS+12, LBRS16, LZ19, LT09, LYH+23, LL12, MGBV15, MWB21, MZLS20, NNY12, OVI+12, PRV21, PPR+10, RKV23, RC10, SY24, SLH+10, SB15, SP20, SCF+23, TYB18, USY17, WAS+23, WGG16, YOY17, ZCL16, ZBC+09, ZNA+18, ZBB+16, AHAM+19, AB23, CAG+22, DGC20, EA11, FZ23, GWS23, GKG23, GWXW21, GZY+18, HBL23, HLL08, KZB23, LSF+10, LSP+23, LFN+18, LLS+23, LLYC24, LBL23, MLFS22, MKSB22, MBJ11, NGM+23, SKW+21, SLL+20, Ste10, TWL+23,


CCT+22, DD15, DLBM18, EBYB20, FT17, FK08, HH24, HU10, KSCC10, KVV24, KD19, LYZ+18, LLYC24, MCD+18, PBPLA17, RLY+15, RLM+17, SLH+10, SSK+23, SFNP23, Tho15, VDdSN23, WML+24, CA11, SMN+23].


Enhanced [JCCM09, ZCL15, ZCL16, MS23]. Enhancement [ABCC09]. Enhancements [ZVS20]. Enhancing [GKM+12, GHWS22, MCN12, RDC+21, TYB18]. Enough [RNTW22].


Evolutionary [ZCK22]. Evolvable [DS15]. Evolving [MLPK22]. Exact [OROS+19]. Example [SP20]. Execution [DSK15]. Exotic [FT17].


Extraction [GNM+15].

Field-Programmable [AC14, DPHT19, HNM+22, SCC10]. FIFOs
[GWPK20]. Filter [BPPC09]. Filtering [LP15]. Filters
[CNE+15, SWT+22]. Financial [TB10]. Fine
[KD19, NZS+23, RBR16, YHK+21, ZNA+18]. Fine-Grained
[NZS+23, RBR16, ZNA+18, KIL9, YHK+21]. FinFET
[SY24, TMLS21]. Fingerprint [XJD+16]. Finite
[NJLW14, SLH+10, GDH+11]. Finite-Difference [NJLW14]. FINN [BPF+18]. FINN-R [BPF+18]. FIR
[LP15]. First [LAA+17, Che22]. Fixed
[LLL+23, RGCL16, SFNP23, WL10, WMG+10]. Fixed-
[WL10]. Fixed-point [LLL+23]. FlexCNN [BSW+23]. flexibility [LW08]. Flexible
[DS15, LBR16, LZ19, MCD+18, US23]. FlexSaaS [CNZ+18]. Flight
[QRDC+15]. Floating
[FL16, HU10, OBD13, RC10, USY17, WL10, WS16, WWC+22, dDELVP13]. Floating-Point
[FL16, HU10, OBD13, USY17, WL10, WS16, dDELVP13, WWC+22]. FLOORPLAN
[KSC10]. FLOORPLANNING [MSS10]. FLOW
[BNW+10, BMRR16, BHH14, CJW23, GKM+12, HNM+22, KA17, RLY+15, SCD10, ZG16, ZMH+23]. FLOW
[SFT+23]. FOOTPRINT [CW09]. FORGET
[AI22]. FORMAT [SLL+20]. FPGA [VPK20]. FOURS [SP20]. FPGA
[BYB23, AZM+19, AHSS+21, AVCP20, APR+22, ABC09, AIH+24, AGM+22, AB20, BCE+10, BAG15, BSW+23, BPF+11, BFBD20, BDGH15, BE19, BMC+22, BYB18, BF23, CHG22, CA11, CH22, CW09, CCF+18, CSS+23, CSDK17, C209, C21L+22, C24G+22, DBF+22, DW13, DVK15, DHL+18, DNL19, DE22, DLO9, ES22, EBYB20, EAAA19, FR5+15, FLR+17, GP13, GWP20, GF2F12, GMBC17, GSJC13, GER19, GRG08, GHWS22, GHO17, GZ+18, GMZ+23, HBAX23, HF14, HGLS11, HCOB13, HLW+21, Ien23, IF23, IPC14, JCG+12, JRH15, JCM09, JM14, KLD16, KLC11, KZB23, KV24, KM10, Kap16, KMB09, KV+11, KMK+10, KY18, KAL14, KA17, KGS15, KBT09, KD10, KS20, LA17, LUZ+21, LCS14, LW08, LZF+10, LGD+14, LEO22, LL23, LLL+23, LML+23, LLS+24, LD+17, LFM+18, LLYC24, LT09, LBL23, LKL+11, MLPK22, MLFS22, MCD+18, MKP23, MAK+12]. FPGA
[MCN12, MZLS20, MPZ+20, MHS09, NNY+12, NGM+23, NZZ+22, NI24, PWS+16, PDH11, PMGL22, PAB10, PMKM11, PB18, PBPLA17, PCFM23, RDC+21, RVN24, RC10, RRLW22, SLH+10, SB15, SC08, SV09, Sh22, SSL+20, SZZW23, SCL24, SM+23, TL11, TWL+23, Th015, TB10, USY17, US23, UNBR14, VPPK20, VdDS23, WTS19, WYZ16, WZQ+08, WWC+22, WGG16, WGG17, XCG+09, XRC23, YXC+11, YB18, YOY17, YGH+18, ZDS+22, ZB12, ZZJB13, ZQ19, ZCK22, ZBC+09, ZNA+18, ZMH+23, ZVS20, ZBB+16]. FPGA-accelerated [BE19]. FPGA-Array [SLH+10]. FPGA-Aware [LCS14]. FPGA-Based [UNBR14, ZZJB13, AIH+24, C209, GHO17, JCG+12, Kap16, KBT09, LT09, NNY12, RC10, SB15, USY17,
WGGR16, YOY17, ZNA+18, ZBB+16, GZY+18, KZB23, LLYC24, LBL23, MLFS22, NGM+23, TWL+23, WTS19, WWC+22, YXC+11, ZBR12, ZQ19.

FPGA-optimized [ZCK22]. FPGA-SoCs [GHWS22]. FPGADefender [LM+20]. FPGA-SoCs [AB14, AK09, AHAM+19, AJYH18, ABB+23, AI22, AR23, BKT14, BAMR10, BW+10, BPC09, BBR14, CAPA+09, CBFM14, CPW18, CCT+22, CXG+12, CPF21, CPN+09, CFBS15, DH08, DLCJ20, DDI+11, DD15, DGP+15, DB15, ENPR22a, ENPR22b, FL16, FAB22, GRNW22, GTS23, GCL+23, HU10, HBA+15, IAG23, KG17, KA21, KW22, KGT19, KD21, LMG+20, LLO+14, LN23, LSP+23, LLS+23, LOM10, LFS22, LGW+14, MA24, MKS22, MMTO09, MPK22, MVGB15, MDL+23, MSL10, MHS+19, Oka19, PFL22, PANBI11, PBV13, RHV16, RLM+17, RDB+18, RHLK18, SY24, SGM09, SWT+22, SKH+22, SSF+13, SPS12, SB08, Ste10, SDM+18, SCS16, SKB+22, SMOP15, TMLS21, TWG+20, TYB18, TYL+23, VMV15, WSC09, WAT15, ZBB+20, ZM+22].

FPL [BGSL17, YFW+17, CDM15, CS17, GKK24, LAA+17, MST22]. FPT [KZ23, Lee23]. FPT'12 [AC14]. FPT'20 [SLD23]. FPT'21 [Che22].

Framework [ASGY12, AHSS+21, BSW+23, BPF+18, CCT+22, CKG+10, DBF+22, FHL+24, GCL+23, JCG+12, JRHK15, KD21, LZ19, QMG+24, RGW10, SGW20, SCS21, TDH+22, TYS+23, UAS16, VTN09, WPSI18, WGR16, ZDS+22, HLL08, SSF+13, SPS12]. Free [AB20, GWPK20].

Frequency [WSDH23]. Frequent [PBPLA17, ZZJB13].


Generalized [ZWM19]. Generated [HLC+15, LP+15, GRNW22].

Generating [BM+16, GNM+15]. Generation [BS+15, LSP+23, LGW+14, MWK+12, PRV21, SP20, SCC10, TL08, GL08].

Generator [GOH17, SBC10, SCS16, Tho15]. Generators [RHVP16].

Generic [KA21, KD21, ZSKR22]. Genetics [CA23]. Genome [XRC23].

Genomes [AVCP20]. GIB [SZZW23]. Global [GFL+15, JSC14, KVW24].


Grained [NS+23, RBR16, VL11, XJJ+16, ZNA+18, KD19, WCK21, YHK+21].

Graph [CM14, CCT+22, FRS+15, GWXW21, MVGB15, TWL+23, ZG16].

Graph-Based [MVGB21, GWXW21]. Graphic [BCW21]. graphics [BG08].

Graphs [SLL+20]. Grid [SLL+20]. Grid-format [SLL+20]. GRNG
Hadamard [Tho15]. Hardening [SKW+21]. Hardened [LFS22]. Hardware [ADSH18, AV13, AIH+24, BCW21, BPFD11, BS15, CBC+12, CZZ23, CBR+14, CZ09, DD18, DFB+22, DLCJ20, DS15, FHL+24, GKL+23, GPP08, HBxA23, HNM+22, HHSC10, HLC+15, HL+10, IBH+15, KV+24, KBT09, LLYC24, MO+13, MCC10, PD15, PSM+14, RNTW22, SBC10, SKW+21, SP20, TL08, TOS17, WL10, YSC+23, YBS16, ZG16, ZHL+21].


Hybrid-TPM [GHWS+22]. HyperTransport [SGB+08].


Logic [AZM+19, DGP10, EBYB20, IZO+10, MHS09, PABI09, SFNP23, TMLS21, WAS+23, WBC16, KD19, MBJJ11, PMKM11]. Long [GER19, UHU09]. Loop [DRHM22, DS09, DPH19, FZ23]. Loops [PMC+14, PFC15].


Median [SWT+22]. MEG [ZZB+20]. Memories [AL16, BDGH15, DD15, IAG23, LLO+14]. Memory
[ABB+23, AI22, BAMR10, BAMR13, CW09, HF14, HNM+22, JB15, KLD16, LYZ+18, LFS22, MSF16, PFC15, RGCL16, SDGL+22, SFT+23, THK12, WBR16, YFW+17, ZZZ+20, ASPP22, BC11, IAG23, LJS11, LLS+24].


NAPOLY [KB23], NASCENT2 [SZKR22]. native [DFB+22]. NCBI [MH15]. Near [ASPP22, DD15, IAG23, SZKR22, SDGL+22, ZZZ+20].
Network-on-Chip [CTH16, JSC14]. Networks [AB14, BPF+18, CSK17, DWN+22, KD10, LDJ+17, LL12, MKP23, MVGB15, PFL22, PVA+09, PBBP18, QNF+23, RKV23, SP20, TKH+19, VDdSN23, WAS+23, ZDS+22, ZGW+21].
Networks-on-Chip [AB14, CSK17]. NEURAghe [MCD+18]. Neural [BPF+18, BYB18, CJH+24, DWN+22, GZY+18, KAL14, LDJ+17, LLYC24, MHS+19, PFL22, PBBP18, QNF+23, RKV23, RNTW22, SFNP23, TKH+19, VDdSN23, WAS+23, ZDS+22].
Non-uniform [CAG+22]. Normalised [FLM+17, FL20]. Note [Che22]. Novel [AHAM+19, DNL19, EWL15, IGM+20, RNTW22, VL+11, SPS12].
Optimizing [BAMR13, BC11, Kap16, LFN+18, MZLS20, UCR+19, WGR16, WGR17]. Option [JTLC09]. Options [FT17]. Order [BGSL17, WBR16, WBR18].


Pentium(R) [LYS+08]. Per-Module [DHL+18]. Perfecto [HLL08]. Performance [APR+22, CH10, CKG+10, EAGEG09, HNM+22, HNG09, HNS+10, JSG+22, LLS+23, LP15, MH15, MZLS20, PDH11, PMGL22, RKV23, SPM+10, SDG12, SSC16, TL11, Tak17, TB10, TOS17, USY17, UNBR14, WPS18, WBR18, WGGR17, YCV+21, BC11, GP13, HGLS11, MCL+23, MPZ+20, PANBI11, WWC+22].


CKG\textsuperscript{+10}, DC16, DGP\textsuperscript{+15}, DSB09, DDB\textsuperscript{+10}, EAGEG09, FT17, FHL\textsuperscript{+24}, FKS\textsuperscript{+12}, GFL\textsuperscript{+15}, GKM\textsuperscript{+12}, GWS23, GC13, GdLIG\textsuperscript{+14}, HCOB13, HHSC10, HNS\textsuperscript{+10}, HLN\textsuperscript{+10}, IZO\textsuperscript{+10}, IGM\textsuperscript{+20}, IBH\textsuperscript{+15}, JCG\textsuperscript{+12}, JTL09, KMK\textsuperscript{+10}, KCC\textsuperscript{+14}, LP22, LYS\textsuperscript{+08}, MS23, MH15, MKP09, MWK\textsuperscript{+12}, MSSF10, NNY12, NBS13, NJLW14, Oli12, PP10, PD15, PFC15, QMG\textsuperscript{+24}, QNF\textsuperscript{+23}, RGGW10, RGCL16, RMSK16, RUC11, SGW20, SGC21, SP\textsuperscript{+10}, SJT09, SAD10, SDGL\textsuperscript{+22}, TL11, TWG\textsuperscript{+20}, THK12, TL08, UAS16, UCR\textsuperscript{+19}, UHU09, UL09, VTN09, VG14, WL10, WCK21, WMG\textsuperscript{+10}, YCV\textsuperscript{+21}, ZBB\textsuperscript{+16}, dDELVP13, AGY\textsuperscript{+11}, BG08, GDHG11, HLL08, HH13, IYY\textsuperscript{+11}, KSG11, ZH12.

Reconfiguration [BDX\textsuperscript{+19}, BS23, DS15, EAGEG09, GFBF12, GGR\textsuperscript{+18}, GMZ\textsuperscript{+23}, HNS\textsuperscript{+10}, JSC14, KD10, KS20, LCS14, LZF\textsuperscript{+10}, NW11, NCV\textsuperscript{+15}, PPR\textsuperscript{+10}, RLY\textsuperscript{+15}, RDB\textsuperscript{+18}, VMV15, ZBC\textsuperscript{+09}, ZMH\textsuperscript{+23}, NSS\textsuperscript{+11}, PDH11].

ReCoSoC [LP22]. Reconstruction [ASPP22, TZWZ15]. ReCoSoC\textsuperscript{+12} [VG14]. Recovery [ZNA\textsuperscript{+18}]. Rectangular [SWT\textsuperscript{+22}]. Recurrent [CJH\textsuperscript{+24}, QNF\textsuperscript{+23}]. Recursive [PWP\textsuperscript{+16}].

ReDCrypt [RHLK18]. Reduce [PSM\textsuperscript{+14}]. Reducing [BAMR10, TOS17].

Reduction [CW09, SLH\textsuperscript{+10}]. References [BAMR13]. Regular [LT09, YHK\textsuperscript{+21}]. Regulator [AV13]. Regulators [MLPK22]. Related [OBD13]. relating [DW13]. Reliability [DSK15, GHO17]. Reliable [IBH\textsuperscript{+15}, JCG\textsuperscript{+12}]. Relocatable [HHSC10]. Remain [QNF\textsuperscript{+23}]. Remote [BCE\textsuperscript{+10}, MDL\textsuperscript{+23}, MCN12, SSK\textsuperscript{+23}, VMV15]. Repair [GGR\textsuperscript{+18}].

Replacing [HBA\textsuperscript{+15}]. Reconfigurable [FC24]. Request [AI22].


Resolution [ABC09, CZZ23, SG09]. Resource [CCT\textsuperscript{+22}, JMG123, MHS\textsuperscript{+19}, SSK\textsuperscript{+23}, SMN\textsuperscript{+23}, WML\textsuperscript{+24}, HZW\textsuperscript{+13}]. Resource-constrained [MHS\textsuperscript{+19}, SMN\textsuperscript{+23}]. Resource-Efficient [CCT\textsuperscript{+22}, SSK\textsuperscript{+23}, WML\textsuperscript{+24}]. Resources [MOG\textsuperscript{+13}]. Restricted [KAL14].


Ring [HBX23, PRV21, YKBS10, LYH\textsuperscript{+23}, ZHI2].

Ring-Binary-LWE-based [HBX23]. RIPL [SDM\textsuperscript{+18}]. RISCV [ZZB\textsuperscript{+20}]. RISCV-based [ZZB\textsuperscript{+20}]. RIVER [BH14]. RNA [MCC10]. Road [UHU09]. Robotics [LP22, NSS\textsuperscript{+11}]. Robust [ABC09, GKLLA23].

Robustness [LZF\textsuperscript{+10}, SSR23, YKBS10]. RoCEv2 [SSK\textsuperscript{+23}]. Rotation [ZCL15]. Routability [AHAM\textsuperscript{+19}, AHSS\textsuperscript{+21}, JCCM09, LRA13, PB18, DW13, EA11].

Routability-Driven [LRA13, EA11]. Routability-prediction [AHAM\textsuperscript{+19}]. Routened [KG17]. Router [LL12, ZML\textsuperscript{+22}]. Routers [MLPK22, GP13].

Routing [CW09, FR\textsuperscript{+15}, IZO\textsuperscript{+10}, KA17, SZZW23, SB08, WYZ16, ZVS20, GL08, LKJ\textsuperscript{+11}, RD11]. RTL [DVH\textsuperscript{+15}]. RTR [ZBC\textsuperscript{+09}]. Run [DNL19].

Run-Time [DNL19]. Runtime [BF23, EAGEG09, FR\textsuperscript{+15}, LCS14, NCV\textsuperscript{+15}, PPR\textsuperscript{+10}, ZBC\textsuperscript{+09}]. RWRoute
Switch-based [SKW+21]. Switch-Blocks [NI24]. Switched
Symbol-Only [BDX+19]. Symmetric [GFBF12]. Symmetries [ZWM19].
Symposium [DH08]. Synchronous [GKM+12, PVA+09]. SyncNN
[PFL22]. Synergies [MCD+18]. Synthesis [BAMR10, BAMR13, BPC09,
CJWC23, CSS+23, DD18, GWXW21, GdLiG+14, HH24, HDMN24, HLC+15,
JJJC23, LUX+21, LN23, OROS+19, RBR16, SFNP23, WBC16, PANBI11].
Synthesis-Generated [HLC+15]. Synthesizable [KA17, WHQ+08].
System [AVCP20, BCW21, CPN+09, ES22, GSJC13, GS10, HH24, IBH+15, JM14,
JB15, LGW+14, MSF16, TZWZ15, VPPK20, WBR16, ZZB+20, ZBR12].
System-Level [GSJC13]. System-on-Chip [GS10]. SystemC [HLL08].
SystemC-based [HLL08]. Systems [ASGY12, AI22, Bec14, BKT14, BHI15, CNE+15,
CH10, CA23, GMBC17, GdLiG+14, HHSC10, HLN+10, IGM+20, INF+14, Kap16, KMK+10,
KBT09, LP22, LFS22, MH15, MCI12, NBS13, NJIW14, PMC+14, PVA+09, RGGW10,
SGW20, SJT09, VG14, HGLS11, HH13, PDH11, ZH12].
Systems-on-Chip [GdLiG+14, VG14]. Systolic [LML+23, NEPV24, ZCL16, ZCK22].

Table [IABV15, Tho15]. Table-Hadamard [Tho15]. Tailor [WML+24].
TAPA [GCL+23]. Targetable [KA17]. Targeting [DDH+11, SFNP23, TL08].
TAS [ZBC+09]. TAS-MRAM-Based [ZBC+09]. Task [ASGY12, AB20, CTH16, GCL+23,
HNS+10, PVB13]. Task- [PVB13]. Task-Level [ASGY12]. Task-parallel [GCL+23]. Tasks
[HHSC10]. TCAMs [dMdLC23]. TDF [DGP+15]. TDM [LL12].
TDM-Based [LL12]. Technique [LN23]. Techniques
[AKA09, KBT09, MKP09, OVI+12]. Technology [AC14, BCW21, JCCM09, KVV24, LZ19, PWP+16,
KV+11]. Telescope [PEM+09]. Temperature [DGP+15, DB15]. Temperature-Based
[DGP+15]. Temporal [TYL+23]. Tenant [KGT19, MKSB22]. Tensor
[AGM+22]. Ternary [PPBP18, TKH+19]. TERO [SRR23].
TERO-TRNGs [SRR23]. Terrestrial [KW22]. Test [HNG09, IYY+11].
Testing [AZM+19]. Thermal [KP14]. Thousands [AVCP20]. threaded
[QNF+23]. Throughput [AIH+24, LDJ+17, RC10, SSK+23, MAK+12].
Throughput-Optimized [LDJ+17]. ThunderGP [CCT+22]. Tile [SY24].
Tile-Based [SY24]. TILT [TOS17]. Time [ABCC09, BPFD11, BATM22,
BBH14, DNL19, HHSC10, INF+14, IBH+15, KZB23, PPR+10, RDB+18,
RMSK16, RHLK18, CJH+24, GKL23, GWS23, LLL+23, RD11].
Time-to-Digital [DNL19]. Timed [PVA+09]. Timing
[CXG+12, GGR+18, GNM+15, LRA13, MWL+15, Ste10, WYZ16, ZML+22].
Timing- [LRA13]. Timing-Driven [MWL+15, ZML+22]. Titan
[MWL+15, PP10]. Titan-R [PP10]. TMR [ZNA+18]. Today [CLL+22].
Tolerance [DVK15, JCG+12]. Tolerant [BKT14, RLY+15]. Tool [BF23].
Tools [BKT14, LKJ+11]. Toolset [KMK+10]. Topgun [WHJ+23].
TR-FSM [GDHG11]. Trace [DSK15]. Trace-Driven [DSK15]. Track
[Lee23, Che22]. Tracking [GWS23]. Trade [SAD10, LW08]. trade-off
[LW08]. Trade-Offs [SAD10]. Tradeoff [CFBS15]. Tradeoffs [UNBR14].
transactional [LJS11]. Transform [DD18]. Transforms [SP20].
Transient [PEM+09]. Transistor [KY18]. Transition [GDHG11]. Transition-Based
[GDHG11]. Traversal [FRS15]. Tree
[BAG15, DCL+22, JTLC09, OKA19, PANBI11]. Tree-Based [JTLC09].
Trees [CAPA+09, PBBP18]. TRETS [Bec14, Che22, DH08, Lee23]. TRIP
[GGR+18]. TRNG [LYH+23]. TRNGs [SRR23, YKB10]. True
[LSP+23, PRV21]. Trust [DL09]. Trust-Based [DL09]. TrustZone
[GHWS22]. Tunable [SKB+22]. Tuning [AV13, NJLW14]. Tunnel [TYB18].
Turnaround [JCGW20]. Two [DL09]. Two-Level [DL09].

ULP [KCC+14]. ULP-SRP [KCC+14]. Ultra [KCC+14]. UltraScale
Unary [FAB22, MWBL21]. Unfriendly [AI22]. Unified [WS16, ZDS+22].
uniform [CAG+22]. UNILOGIC [IGM+20]. Unit [BCW21, PP10, RUC11].
Units [VDdSN23, dDELVP13]. Unpredictable [BAMR13]. Unrolling
[DSB09, DPH19, TKH+19]. Unstructured [BGSL17]. UNTANGLED
Using [BAG15, BCW21, CSK17, CPN+09, CAG+22, DL09, FC24, FAB22,
FK08, FRS+15, GNM+15, HNM+22, JCGW20, LP15, NW11, PWP+16,
RLY+15, RLM+17, RHLK18, SY24, SDGL+22, TK16, WTS19, ZSB+20,
ZCK22, ZWM19, dMdLC23, JSC14, KSCC10, MHK+08, PD15, PMK11].
Utilization [CZZ23, RGCL16]. Utilizing [SFNP23].

V [KVV24]. Validation [IPC14]. Value [THK12, ZG16]. Variability
[TMLS21]. Variable [FL16, IZO+10, WL10, Oli12]. Variable-Grain
[IZO+10]. Variable-Precision [FL16]. Variant [XRC23]. Variation
[DB15, MHK+08, SB08, SRR23]. Variation-Aware [SB08]. Variations
[DDB+10, Kap16, YEC+09, BC11]. Verilog [KA17]. Verilog-to-Routing
[AII+24, AB23, CBC+12, GHWS22, LYZ+18, LZ19, MKP23, RDC+21,
SKJ22]. Video [ABCC09, LP15]. Virtex [AKA09]. Virtex-5 [AKA09].
[OV1+12, ZDS+22, ZSP+21]. Vision [FHL+24, JM14, NSS+11]. VLIW
[LGD+14]. VM [GTS23]. Voltage [AZM+19, DB15, MDL+23, NNY12].
VPR [LKJ+11]. vs [BYB18, TB10]. VTR [LGW+14, MPZ+20].

Wait [BAMR13]. Wave [SV09]. Wave-Pipelined [SV09]. WDDL
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